
 

Dear Colleagues,  
 
     The 2010 annual meeting will be held in Louisville , KY on November 12, 13 and 14. 
This meeting’s topic will celebrate the 30th anniversary of the MRCG and we will be dis-
cussing the History of Conservation especially as it pertains to conservation in the Mid-
west. The meeting will be divided into two sections: History of Conservation at the Insti-
tutions of some of our members and a General Session. 

Our keynote speaker will be Dr. Alison Stewart, from the University of Nebraska 
in Lincoln.  Dr. Stewart will be speaking about William Suhr and his legacy of conserva-
tion in the Midwest -.WILLIAM  SUHR: PAINTINGS RESTORER FROM BERLIN 
IN THE US.  The DIA brought Suhr to the United States in the 1920’s. As one of the first 
painting conservators in the region, Suhr performed treatments for nearly every major 
museum in our area. 

Dr. Stewart organized the Suhr papers at the Getty and recently published The 
William Suhr Papers at the Getty Research Institute. If you would like this article, please e-mail 
Chris Young and she will forward the PDF. 

 To compliment this talk there will be brief histories of conservation in our mem-
bers  institutions. LISTINGS OF TALKS CONTINUE OVERLEAF   
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Art Institute of Chicago:  Frank Zuccaro 

Cincinnati Art Museum:  Cecile Mear 

Cleveland Museum of Art:  Marcia Steele 

Detroit Institute of Art:  Barbara Heller 

Field Museum:  Ruth Norton 

Indianapolis Museum of Art:  Marty Radecki 

Intermuseum Conservation Association:  Wendy Partridge 

Nelson Atkins Museum of Art:  Chris Young 

St Louis Art Museum:  To Be Announced 

Toledo Museum of Art:  Suzanne Hargrove 

Midwest Regional Conservation Guild:  Richard McCoy 

 

 We will also have 8-9 talks in our general sessions. See current listing 

Possible suggestions for talks include: 

History of Conservation at your institution if not 
already listed 

Historic treatments 

The History of Conservation in a particular work of 

art 

The history of artists’ materials and how conserva-

tors now treat these objects 

Conservation challenges surrounding particular 

artists’ materials 

Changing attitudes towards particular treatments 

below. 

Jodie Utter: THE WATERCOLORS OF CHARLES RUSSELL: AN EXAMINATION OF THE ARTISTS’ MATERIALS AND 
TECHNIQUES ON THE MONTANA FRONTIER. 

 Analyses of Charles M. Russell (active c. 1880-1924) watercolor artists’ materials and techniques were undertaken using magnification, 
polarizing light microscopy (PLM), X-Ray Fluorescence, (Tracer III XRF), Infrared Reflectography (IRR) and ultra violet (UV) light.   Russell’s 
pigments are identified, as well as shifts in his technique over the course of his career.  Focus is given to the wide variety of high quality artists’ ma-
terials available in America and specifically on the Montana frontier in the late 19thand early 20thcenturies.     

Chris Young: REPRODUCTION IN SERVICE (?) OF CONSERVATION   

 In recent decades, the use of reproductions has gained wide acceptance by the museum and conservation communities, reflecting a dra-
matic shift in our attitudes about their appropriateness. As this trend continues and expands, there is growing need for better categorization and 
terminology for their description. This presentation highlights the diverse ways and reasons reproductions are being used and discusses some of the 
issues of semantics. 

Laurie Booth: THE PRO’S AND CON’S OF USING INCRALAC ON OUTDOOR SCULPTURE: A REVIEW OF TREAT-
MENTS IN THE MIDWEST 

 Laurie Booth will review the use of Incralac acrylic lacquer on several outdoor bronze sculptures in Indiana and Ohio.  Benificence, a 
Daniel Chester French sculpture on the campus of Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana and the sculptures on the grounds of the Ohio State-
house in Columbus, Ohio were all coated with Incralac in the 1980’s.  These treatments will be discussed and the pro’s and con’s of utilizing Incra-
lac when treating outdoor bronzes will be reviewed. 

Kathryn Etre: RECONSTRUCTION THE CONSERVATION HISTORY OF AN OBJECT 

 Unless an object is important and/or famous, the conservation history of an object is rarely recorded before the 1970s/80s. To under-
stand what happened to an object, analysis and an understanding of past techniques are needed. Using FTIR and XRD as well as knowing what treat-
ments were popular in the day, I will explain the history of a Roman hammer from the collections of Colchester Museums.  

Shelley Paine: A TALE OF TWO NECKLACES will discuss the treatment of a Greek necklace, recently installed in the Antiquities 

galleries. 

!!We need five or six additional presentations for the general sessions. PLEASE come for-
ward with a talk, especially if you have not given one recently. These meetings are excel-
lent places for new conservators to get their feet wet in the world of conference speaking. 
Please contact Chris Young ASAP if you have something to contribute to the program, or 
think you might have something.  NEW E-MAIL ADDRESS is cypapercon@gmail.com.!! 

mailto:cypapercon@gmail.com
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 LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT—LAURIE BOOTH 

Dear Friends: 

 In the interests of variety, and to allow our membership to explore a city that some may not be familiar with, we are hosting 
out fall meeting in Louisville, Kentucky.  This vibrant Ohio River city has a long and distinguished history, and is rich in cultural at-
tractions for you to explore while you are in town.  The Speed Art Museum is located here, as is the Kentucky Derby Museum, Lo-
cust Grove, the Frazier International History Museum, the Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft, and a host of other attractions.  Chris-
tine Young, who has devoted countless hours to planning and organizing this meeting, has arranged for us to tour the Speed on Friday 
night (Nov. 12th).  The Saturday session of our special 35th anniversary meeting will be held at the historic Filson Historical Society, a 
beautiful 1905 mansion located less than a mile from our equally historic official meeting hotel, The Brown.  Our half-day Sunday 
session will be conveniently hosted by the Brown Hotel, in fact.  On Saturday night, join us for fine dining and billiards at the Penden-
nis Club, as guests of our colleague, Katherine Eirk, for a taste of a traditional men’s club and a revered Louisville institution.    

 We are dedicating this meeting to a fascinating review of the history of conservation in our region, and particularly the his-
tory of conservation in our flagship cultural institutions where so many of us work or have worked.  Our keynote speaker will be Dr. 
Alison Stewart, from the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, who will be speaking about William Suhr, a renowned paintings conserva-
tor who worked on paintings in nearly every major museum in the region.  It is high time that we begin to formally record the history 
of our relatively young (but none-the-less aging) profession, at a time when increasing numbers of us are retiring or leaving the scene 
in other ways.  We extend our thanks to our colleagues who will be illuminating the histories of their respective institutions.  We also 
have a number of talks on other topics in our usual multi-disciplinary format. 

 

 Do not miss this once-in-a-lifetime chance to soak-in OUR history!  Learn how our friends and colleagues helped build this 
profession that we know and love.  See you in Louisville!   

 

Indianapolis Museum of Art 

 Claire Hoevel attended the ICCROM-
sponsored course ―The Conservation of Japanese 
Paper 2010‖, conducted by the National Research 
Institute for Cultural Properties of Japan in To-
kyo, August 30 – September 17.  

 Richard McCoy has joined the Program 
Committee for the International Network for the 
Conservation of Contemporary Art—North 
America (INCCA-NA) and is now an adjunct in-
structor in the IUPUI Museum Studies program.   

 David Miller assisted the Minneapolis 
Museum of Art and David Marquis of the Midwest 
Art Conservation Center with infrared reflecto-
graphy of several paintings by Gauguin and others, 
as well as Margaret Contompasis at the Indiana 
University Art Museum in the study of 20 paint-
ings by Thomas Chambers using the IMA’s port-
able Osiris IRR system.  

 Dr. Jie Liu, from Purdue University, has 
joined the science staff as a Post-Doctoral IMA 
Scholar. Science lab construction is complete and 
instrumentation is steady arriving, including:  
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Microspectro-
scopy, Raman Microspectroscopy, Liquid Chro-
matography-Mass Spectroscopy (LC-MS), Pyroly-
sis Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy   

(Py-GC-MS), X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) Spec-
troscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy with 
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), 
Optical Microscopy (PLM, fluorescence, metal-
lography), Microfadeometry (MFT), 
Weatherometer, Environmental Chamber, 
Microbalances, Modulated Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (MDSC), and Fiber Optic Reflec-
tance Spectroscopy (FORS).  It is hoped that 
the lab will be completely functional by the end 
of November. Dow Agro Sciences and Lilly 
Pharmaceuticals donated surplus lab equipment 
and general laboratory supplies and several local 
and regional artisans donated a variety of beauti-
ful pieces to enhance decoration of the lab in its 
unique Arts & Crafts period design. 

The Paper Conservation and Science sections 
are preparing to enter into a project to study, 
conserve, and frame  IMA’s collection of Gus-
tave Baumann’s color woodcuts and gouache 
paintings in preparation for a major exhibition. 
Baumann was a quintessential Arts & Crafts 
period artist who worked in Chicago, southern 
Indiana, and finally New Mexico. The Science 
Lab will conduct media analysis on Baumann’s 
inks and paints (which he ground and mixed 
himself) and the IMA’s significant collection of 
Baumann works on paper will receive conserva-
ation and treatment. Baumann also carved and 

decorated his own frames, and had distinct 
styles for prints and paintings; the IMA is 
hoping to reproduce these frames for our 
exhibition. We would be very interested to 
hear from any institutions that might have 
original Baumann frames within their collec-
tions. We also welcome questions or sugges-
tions for avenues of scientific exploration 
involving Baumann works on paper.  

Richard Mc Coy (Objects & Variable Art), 
Kathleen Kiefer (Textile and Fashion Arts), 
and Jessica Barner (Conservation Technician) 
are hard at work at preparing works by 
Thornton Dial for exhibition (see below) and 
conserving the contents of the recently ac-
quired Miller House before it opens to the 
public for tours in May 2010.  One of the 
country’s most highly regarded examples of 
mid-century Modernist residences, the Miller 
House was designed by Eero Saarinen, with 
interiors by Alexander Girard, and landscape 
design by Daniel Urban Kiley (http://
www.imamuseum.org/art/collections/
miller-house). 

EXHIBITIONS: Andy Warhol Enterprises; 
October 10, 2010-January 2, 2011.   Andy 

Warhol Enterprises  examines Andy  Warhol’s 

CONTINUED OVERLEAF     

http://www.imamuseum.org/calendar?date=2010-10-10
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 lifelong exploration of commerce, consumerism, 

and the business of art making. With artwork 

ranging from shop window designs and commer-

cial illustrations of the 1950s to his groundbreak-

ing paintings of consumer products and stars of the 

1960s, and ultimately to his ventures into tv, film 

and magazines of the 70s and 80s, Andy Warhol 

Enterprises serves as a window into the world of 

commerce and art, and the ways that Warhol 

intentionally blurred the lines between the two. 

Read My Pins: The Madeleine Albright 
Collection; November 7, 2010-January 30, 
2011.  Read My Pins: The Madeleine Albright Collec-
tion highlights over 200 pins from the unique col-
lection of the former Secretary of State. The 
Madeleine Albright collection includes pins of 
every description, many with fascinating stories 
attached.  Some of the pieces are associated with 
important world events, others were gifts from 
international leaders or valued friends. 

Hard Truths: The Art of Thornton Dial; 
February 27-May 15, 2011. Thornton Dial is a 

keen observer of the human spectacle and its nar-
ratives of corruption and moral strength, folly and 
triumph. As an artist, he has spent the last two 
decades exploring the truth of American history 
and culture in all its complexities and contradic-
tions. This exhibition presents a major survey of 
Dial's work, an epic gathering of over fifty large-
scale paintings, sculptures, and wall assemblages 
that address the most  compelling issues of our 
time. 

 _______________________________ 

Indiana State Library 

Stephanie Gowler is the new Conservator for 
theIndiana State Library and Indiana Commission 
on Public Records. Her career in conservation 
began at The University of Iowa, where she re-
ceived her Masters in Library and Information 
Science and a Certificate in Book Arts in 2006. 
After working for a year as a preservation consult-
ant for the rare books collection at BethanyThe-
ological Seminary, she enrolled in The University  

of Texas at Austin’s Certificate of Advanced 
Study in Book and Paper Conservation pro-
gram.  Stephanie completed her third-year in-
ternship at Northwestern University Library 
this past July, and then immediately packed up 
and made the move to Indianapolis. She is look-
ing forward to becoming an active part of the 
Midwestern conservation community: 
sgowler@library.in.gov; 317.591.5220, ext. 
376. 

 

Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis, 
Indiana 

Elise Calvi, Conservation Technician at the 
Indiana Historical Society was invited to intern 
for two weeks at the Library of Congress book 
repair unit this summer.  Susan Rogers, Con-
servator, will be attending the Campbell Center 
Microscopy and Pigment workshop in Septem-
ber.   Ramona Duncan-Huse has conducted site 
visits to several Indiana small museums this 
year, most recently the CANDLES Holocaust 
Museum in Terre Haute and the Lilly Corporate 
Archives.  

 

Indiana University Art Museum, Bloom-
ington, Indiana 

During the spring semester the museum hosted 
the exhibition Thomas Chambers: American Marine 
and Landscape Painter, 1808-1869.  Margaret 
Contompasis, IUAM’s Gayl W. and Beverly 
Doster Conservator of Paintings, was able to 
continue her work on Chambers’ technique by 
examining Chambers paintings from other lend-
ers to the exhibition and is particularly excited 
about working with David Miller, Conservator 
in Charge, Indianapolis Museum of Art, with 
whom she is collaborating in an effort to docu-
ment underdrawing in Chambers paintings. 
They were able to complete IRR scans of 20 
paintings in the exhibition that are not in the IU 
collection and will continue scanning the 
twenty-nine Chambers paintings owned by IU. 

In addition to work on the Chambers exhibition 

considerable time was spent examining and 
preparing seventy-five sculptures by the late 
painting conservator Morton Bradley Jr. for a 
publication about his work as an artist 
http://www.iub.edu/~iuam/
online_modules/bradley/index.html. Two 
IU pre-program undergraduates, Madalyn 
Morse and Krista Grant assisted in the Brad-
ley project.   

Finally, in the past year, six of the twenty-
two panels from Thomas Hart Benton’s Indi-
ana Murals were conserved. The project was 
done in two phases. The panels installed in 
the IU Theatre were conserved starting in the 
spring of 2009, in the first phase. Many 
thanks to Linda Witkowski, Mike Ruzga, and 
Marty Radecki for their fine work on phase 
one. This summer we completed phase two, 
the treatment of two panels installed in IU 
largest classroom. Many thanks to Jim Ca-
nary, Conservator, Lilly Library; Judy Syl-
vester, Conservator,  Mathers Museum; first 
year Buffalo student Christine McIntyre; and 
IU undergraduates Madalyn Morse and Krista 
Grant for their work on phase two.  

 

Easter Conservation Services, Indianapo-
lis, Indiana 

Jean Easter has been busy treating a number 
of fire and water damaged frames, as well as 
repairing and creating new work in a gilded 
dining room that had been severely water 
damaged in a separate incident.  

 

Jennifer Hein, Textile & Historic Ob-
ject Preservation Conservator, Indpls. , 
IN 

has helped one of her Heritage Preservation 
CAP sites,  Dinsmore Homestead in Burling-
ton, KY apply for treatment funds to con-
serve  their Ivory Peale Silhouettes, through 
the American Heritage Grant. She worked at 
several other KY sites, one a Deaf School 
Museum in Danville.  

Detroit Institute of Arts 

This year the DIA will be celebrating its 125 birth-
day. Celebrations include placing large prints of 
artwork in the community with DIA: Inside/
Out, a fashion show at Saks’, and the Gala on Nov 
13.  

Alfred Ackerman, Painting’s conservator, and 
Cathy Selvius DeRoo, research scientist, have 
been working on the new special exhibition 
Fakes, Forgeries, and Mysteries. By examin-
ing works of art from the collection through 
scientific analysis such as pigment analysis, tree 

rings, thermoluminescence, and x-
radiography as well as through conservation 
treatment, this exhibition will shows how 

museum professionals determinewhat ob-
jects are authentic and to what depths 
forgers go to fool art collectors.  

http://www.imamuseum.org/calendar?date=2010-11-07
http://www.imamuseum.org/calendar?date=2010-11-07
http://www.imamuseum.org/calendar?date=2011-02-27
mailto:sgowler@library.in.gov
http://www.iub.edu/~iuam/online_modules/bradley/index.html
http://www.iub.edu/~iuam/online_modules/bradley/index.html
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 Katie Etre worked on two terracotta 
sculptures of Madonna and Child by Ghiberti for 
the exhibition—one authentic and the other a 
forgery, by conducting stylistic comparisons 
between the two as well as compositional analy-
sis of the pigmentation. She also toned into losses 
in the authentic sculpture. Katie also worked on 
four birch bark and quill objects from the Great 
Lakes tribes—Ottawa and Ojibwa for a rotation 
into the Native American collection. These 
works may also be part of a traveling exhibition 
in 2012. Katie’s fellowship at the DIA ended on 
September 10th. She has accepted the Andrew 
W. Mellon Advanced Fellowship in Objects 
Conservation at the Michael C. Carlos Museum 
of Emory University. 

 John Steele, Objects Conservator, has 
been coordinating with the traveling exhibition 
Through African Eyes. Both John and Katie 
conserved objects for this exhibition, many of 
which were on loan from Ghana. John has also 
been coordinating treatment of the outdoor 
sculpture, including a monumental sculpture on 
the North lawn. Giogio Gikas from Venus  

 
Marcia Steele at the Cleveland Museum of Art: 
  
Jennifer Perry, Associate Conservator of Asian paintings has been offered a position at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. She starts there in mid 
September. Eileen Sullivan will continue working in the paintings lab as a Kress Fellow starting in October.  In September, she and Jennifer Dennis 
(objects) completed their third year internships from Buffalo State College at CMA.   
  
The ICA: 
  
The paintings conservators are finishing work on the third WPA mural from a demolished housing project. This mural, oil on canvas, by Louis Gre-

benak is 8ft.x 34ft in size and presented quite a challenge for lining. Two other murals from this project have been treated and installed in past 

years. Mark Erdmann, objects conservator, is working on several contracts from the Veterans Administration to treat Civil War monuments in 

cemeteries throughout Ohio and Kentucky. Jane Hammond, textile conservator, is working on numerous pieces of upholstered furniture from the 

Rutherford B. Hayes Library and Presidential Center. The Hayes Center received a Save America’s Treasures grant for an extensive renovation of 

the historic house and its furnishings. The new ICA website will be launched in October so please visit, www.ica-artconservation.org. 

 

Laurie Booth: Midwest Conservation Services, Inc.  

  

Laurie Booth completed an IMLS-funded item-specific survey of the sculpture collection at the Eiteljorg Museum in Indianapolis last summer.  In 

addition, Laurie, Hélène Gillette and Elliot Jackson completed the treatment of Beneficence, the Daniel Chester French outdoor bronze and symbol 

of Ball State University in Muncie, IN.  Laurie also recently completed treatment of a 17th c. Japanese bronze Buddha and a Medieval German poly-

chromed Virgin and Child for the Ball State University Museum of Art.  Laurie is currently working on an NEH-funded general assessment for Min-

netrista, also a Muncie institution.  An NEH-funded environmental survey for the Museums of Oglebay Institute in Wheeling, WV is scheduled for 

this fall, as is an IMLS-funded artifact re-housing project for the Michigan State University Museum in East Lansing, MI.  As usual, Laurie has com-

pleted her allotment of CAP’s this season, including projects for museums in Ohio and Michigan.     

Dutch collection), writing grants, and doing 
surveys for other museums. As you can tell, 
she has been extremely busy! 

EXHIBITIONS 

Through African Eyes, Nelson-Atkins Mu-
seum, Sept 25-Jan 9. The exhibition explores 
the diverse relationships between Africans and 
Europeans from the 16th C to present. The art 
is drawn from the DIA, American and interna-
tional museums, and private collections. 

In Your Dreams: 500 Yrs of imaginary 
Prints, Sept 8-Jan 2, will celebrate the life of 
imagination with works from Dürer, Piranesi, 
Goya, Redon, Chagall, Picasso, and Miró. 
Sure to fear and delight! 

Fakes, Forgeries, and Mysteries, Nov  12-
Apr 10, will highlight mistakes and discoveries 
the museum has made about attribution, au-
thenticity, and the value of works of art. The 
exhibition will show how the museum reas-
sesses art with research, science, and technol-
ogy. A hands-on lab will be included.                   
Visit www.dia.org for more. 

News From Ohio 

Bronze Works, Inc., has been treating sculp-
ture in the outdoor sculpture garden at CCS 
(College of Creative Studies).  

 The DIA has an extensive collection 
of puppets, including one of the original 
Kermit’s; these will go on display in the Fall. 
Howard Sutcliff, the textile conservator, has 
been doing intensive work on the puppet’s 
clothing. Chris Foster, Paper Conservator, has 
been treating objects for Through African 
Eyes as well as art for the rotating works on 
paper. 

 Last year, two of the radiators in the 
older Cret Building burst and now all of the 
1920s radiators have been replaced with energy 
efficient heaters. With most of the European 
and American galleries along the perimeter 
closed, Mark Gervasi from the Henry Ford 
treated unstable furniture for the European 
gallery in particular.  

 Barbara Heller has been working on 
the deacquisition project, as well as sending 
sections of the collection traveling (such as the 

http://www.ica-artconservation.org
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News From Minnesota 

 

News From Missouri 
 

POSITIONs and Volunteer Opportunities 

Paul Haner: St.Louis Art Museum: I have a project involving the treatment of a very large Panorama painting 8’ x 347’. It will take place in the 

museum gallery, on view of the public during June through August 2011 and 2012. I am looking for conservators, students in conservation graduate 

school, or pre-program students. The treatment will involve consolidation of loose paint, removing creases and folds in the muslin fabric support, 

and considerable inpainting using a water base media. There will be paid positions and volunteer positions available. If interested see Paul at the 

MRCG meeting in Louisville or contact him at  314.655.5260  or  paul.haner@slam.org  

 

Tom Braun has been working on numerous artifacts from the State Capitol, mainly decorative parts of the building that normally are in-situ.  Last 

summer he finished cleaning and coating the four Civil War flag display cases that surround the Rotunda.  These are massive and intricately deco-

rated bronze and plate-glass display cases from 1905.  Lately he has been working on a series of Mitchell and Vance company leaded crystal chande-

liers from the top of the Rotunda and from the Governor’s reception room.  These had not been cleaned in many decades, and needed some repair 

and restoration work in addition to updating the wiring.   

 

Sherelyn Ogden and Tim Herstein will be giving a one-day workshop at AASLH on the Care of Folded and Rolled Documents. Sherelyn gave a 

presentation in July for the Black Metropolis in Chicago on the Care of Family Documents. 

 

Neil Cockerline was invited by the NEH to be a co-presenter at their session on Grant Opportunities for Native American Collections at the 

upcoming AASLH Conference next week in Oklahoma City, OK.  He will also be presenting on the opportunities and services that Regional Con-

servation Centers offer.  Elisa Redman and Neil attended the MPMA (Mountain Plains Museum Association) Annual Conference in Rapid City, SD, 

where they presented a day-long workshop on simple cleaning procedures for maintaining museum artifacts. Neil also gave a presentation on simple 

procedures for identifying fakes and Forgeries and Elisa presented one on writing simple but effective disaster plans.  

 

Joan Gorman, Elizabeth Buschor and David Marquis recently conducted a general survey of 95 works on paper and canvas by Francis Lee 

Jaques for the Bell Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota. 

 

David Marquis will be participating in a colloquium discussing the technical examination of two paintings titled, Under the Pandanus, by Paul Gau-

guin in the Dallas Museum of Art and Minneapolis Institute of Arts. The colloquium will be held September 23 and 24th at the Minneapolis Institute 

of Arts. 

 

Patricia Ewer and Frances Lennard would like to introduce their new book Textile Conservation: Advances in Practice. This book examines the 

changing role of the textile conservator over the past 25 years. As the cultural heritage field in general has greatly changed this book relates those 

effects on this particular discipline and how conservators have professionally responded to the changes. While the core of all conservation practice 

remains treatment, the contexts within which textile conservators work has changed considerably, and their role is now infinitely more varied. This 

book demonstrates the development in the role and practice of the textile conservator and captures the current diversity of textile conservators' 

work. The book focuses on four factors which have influenced the development: the changing context, an evolution in the way conservators think 

about objects, the greater involvement of stakeholders and technical developments. These four factors are interconnected and are all integral to 

effective conservation decision making. The core text in each chapter is written by the editors, and it is illustrated with case studies by forty-one 

leading practitioners in museums and in private practice. The book is written primarily from the perspective of conservators in the UK and USA.  It 

is published by Elsevier. 

mailto:paul.haner@slam.org
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Andrea Chevalier 

David Marquis 

David Miller 

Tom Edmondson 
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NEWS FROM M ISSOURI CONTINUED 

 
Heugh-Edmondson Conservation Services, LLC is pleased to announce that Lexi Janezic has joined the 
staff as a (Pre-program) Conservation Technician.  Lexi is a recent graduate from Kansas State University 
with a Bachelor of Fine Art degree. 
 

Rose Daly, from the University of Delaware/Winterthur Museum Conservation Program has begun her 
third-year internship at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. 
 

Jiafang Liang from Xian, China, completed her third-year internship at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 

and graduated from the UCLA/Getty program.  She now will survey the Islamic ceramic collection at the 

museum as a Kress Fellow. 

Logistics 

 

 We have reserved a block of rooms at the Brown Hotel, an historic hotel in the heart of downtown.  Built  in 1923, the 

Brown Hotel is a treasured landmark of Louisville and is a member of Historic Hotels of America—National Trust for Historic Preser-

vation. The history of this hotel provides a perfect backdrop for our meeting. The hotel is approximately $109 as a conference rate. 

There is a complimentary shuttle from the airport  as well as complimentary WiFi. There is a $18/day fee for parking. Reservations 

can be made at 1-888-387-0498 or www.brownhotel.com. The hotel is fully booked so please mention the MRCG block in order to 

ensure you receive a reservation. Type or mention Midwest Regional as the booking code. Bookings must be made by Octo-

ber 13 to receive the discount. 

 

 We will assemble at the hotel bar on Friday evening and go on to the Speed Art Museum (see photo front). The Speed is 

Kentucky’s premier art museum, with strong European and contemporary holdings. It is a well-known interactive museum. Approxi-

mately 10% of our members have worked for the Speed at various times. The museum is open from 10-9 on Friday, 10-5 on Satur-

day, and 12-5 on Sunday. The address is 2035 S. 3rd St. (502)634-2700 or www.speedmuseum.org 

 

 The Saturday sessions will be held at the Filson Historical Society, previously known as the Filson Club. The Filson is a pri-

vate historical society founded in 1884, the centennial of the publication of the state’s first history, written by John Filson. The Filson 

has been housed in the Ferguson Mansion, built in 1905. 

 

 On Saturday evening, we will be guests of Katherine Eirk at the Pendennis Club, an old and traditional men’s club. We will 

have dinner in the Grill Room, then stay on for billiards and pool. IMPORTANT: the club has a dress code, prohibiting 

denim, athletic shoes, T shirts. Otherwise, you can be as casual as you chose (yes, kilts are acceptable). 

  

 The Sunday sessions will be held at the hotel. As always, we will wrap at noon. 

VOLUME XXIX , NUMBER 2 
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Information About Louisville: 

 Louisville was founded in 1778 and was named for King Louis XVI of France in honor of his assistance in the Revolutionary 
War. Originally a small town, Louisville boomed with the introduction of the steamboat in the early 1800s. Louisville was renown for 
its river travel and trade routes up the Ohio River. After the prohibition, it gained recognition for its alcohol production, especially 
bourbon. It’s first legal distillery was Seagrams and Sons. During World War II, Louisville became the world largest producer  of syn-
thetic rubber, especially through Dupont. 

 Some of Louisville famous residents are: John James Audubon, who was a local shopkeeper and studied local birds in Louis-
ville’s parks and forests; F. Scott Fitzgerald, who immortalized Louisville in The Great Gatsby; and Louisville is the birthplace of boxing 
great Muhammad Ali. 

Just in Case: 

Hotels 

 As you know our meeting topic is fascinating, and just in case our attendance is so large we sell out of the block at the Brown 
Hotel, here are some hotels that are about a half a mile away: 

 Seelbach Hilton Louisville –0.26mi  (502)585-3200 

 Ecno Lodge Downtown Louisville –0.51mi  (502)583-2841 

 Marriott Louisville Downtown –0.55mi  (502)627-5045 

 Fairfield Inn and Suites by Marriott Louisville Downtown –0.60mi  (502)569-3553 

 Hampton Inn Louisville Downtown –0.60mi  (502)585-2200 

 

Transportation 

 There is a complimentary shuttle to the Brown Hotel, but just in case, here are alternative transportation methods to down-
town Louisville: 

 City Buses (TARC)  (502)585-1234—Route #2 takes you near to the Brown Hotel. The trip is about 24 minutes and costs 
      $1.50. 

 ReadyCab  (502)417-4406—$18.85 maximum to downtown 

 Yellow Cab   (502)636-5511—$17 maxiumum to downtown 

 

Things To Do: 

 If you come early or want to do something to do on Sunday after we are finished, here is a short list  of things to do. 

 Louisville Slugger Museum—Baseball fan? Come see how these bats are made and the famous people who used them. 

   800 West Main St  1-877-775-8443 or www.sluggermuseum.org  

    M-Sat 9-5, Sun 10-5—Last tour 1 hour before closing, $10 

 Churchill Downs—The home of the Kentucky Derby! Unfortunately the Derby only takes place in April and May but you 
   can tour the grounds and catch some lesser known races 

   700 Central Ave  (502)636-4400 or www.churchilldowns.com 

   Tournament race on Friday and Sunday starting at 11:30, $3 

 The Muhammad Ali Center—Fight like a Butterfly, Sting like a Bee! Admire the life and career of this Louisville native. 

   144 North Sixth St  (502)584-9254 or www.alicenter.org 

   Tues-Sat 9:30-5, Sun 12-5, $9 

CONTINUED OVERLEAF  
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M INUTES FROM THE BUSINESS MEETING ,   

DETROIT ,  SATURDAY MARCH 20TH,  2010 

MINUTES FROM THE BUSINESS MEETING, 

DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS, MARCH 20, 2010 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER AND INTERIM PRESIDENT’S GREETINGS AND REMARKS:  

Barbara Heller, Interim President, called the business meeting to order and thanked the Detroit Institute of Arts for hosting the 
MRCG annual meeting.  She thanked the speakers for their contributions to the meeting and the Freer House for their hosting of the 
reception and tour. She noted that this meeting was the postponed Fall 2009 Annual meeting. 

 

II. IN ATTENDANCE:  

The business meeting was held during lunch and 44 general meeting attendees were present.   

 

III. REVIEW OF 2008 ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES: 

Minutes from the October 25th, 2008 Kansas City Business Meeting were published in the Spring 2009 Newsletter and are available on 
the website.  

Information About Louis-

ville—Continued 

 

Things To Do—Continued: 

 Belle of Louisville—The Oldest Working Steamboat! Have a scenic tour of the Ohio River year-round and listen to the 
   Belle’s working calliope. 

   401 West River Rd.  (502)574-2992 or www.belleoflouisville.org 

   Siteseeing $18; Lunch and Dinner cruises need a reservation 48 hours in advance: Lunch $29, Dinner $39 

 Old Louisville—the largest historic preservation district with walking and bus tours. Get information at the Old Louisville 
   gateway. 

   218 West Oak St (502)637-2922 or www.oldlouisvillechamber.com 

 Kentucky Bourbon Trail—indulge  in a bit of Kentucky. Most f the distilleries are in the suburbs of Louisville but there is a 
   trail with in Louisville of bars selling Kentucky bourbons. See the Visitors Center for a passport. Get all the 
   stamps and receive a free gift. 

   Visitor’s Center on 4th and Jefferson  (502)379- 6109 or 
www.justaddbourbon.com 

  

For more Information about Louisville, attractions, 
restaurants, events, etc: 

www.gotolouisville.com or www.visit-louisville.com  or 
www.hellolouisville.com 

Belle of Louisville 

www.louisvillewaterfront.com 
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M INUTES FROM THE BUSINESS MEETING- 

IV. TREASURER’S REPORT: 

Linda Butler presented the treasurer’s report on behalf of the treasurer Peter Mecklenburg who was unable to attend the meeting.  
Linda explained that the account is in balance and the only expenses are postage, printing and meeting expenditures. 

 

The financial records have been upgraded to use the computer program QuickBooks which features easy emailing of receipts for 
member dues; however, we are currently using Peter’s personal business licensed copy. Discussion of MRCG software acquisition  
held for new business. 

 

MRCG is currently being charged $10 fee monthly by Chase for the bank account so the treasurer is looking to see if no fee ac-
counts are available. 

 

V. ELECTION OF OFFICERS: 

The positions of Secretary and Treasurer retain one more year on their terms.  Barbara Heller opened the floor for nominations for 
Vice President and President. 

Marissa L R Ryan nominated Katie Etre for the position of Vice President.  All were in favor. A nominating committee was estab-
lished to find a new president. Barbara Heller will be the head of the committee with Dr. Greg Smith, Dean Yoder and Laurie 
Booth as members.  Laurie Booth volunteered to fill the position of President.  

 

VI. DISCUSSION OF FUTURE ANNUAL MEETINGS: 

 

LOCATION: Several locations were proposed for the annual meeting to be held in October including Cincinnati (rejected due to 
recent construction), Toledo, Nashville, The Eiteljorg in Indianapolis, and the Speed in Louisville.  Tom Edmondson proposed the 
retreat location of New Harmony.  Several members liked the historic nature of the location, others did not citing a 1 ½ hr drive 
from the nearest airport.  No firm location was determined.   It was proposed that a meeting committee would be established with 
Chris Young as Program chair to finalize the location.  All were in favor. 

  

TOPICS: Dean Yoder proposed having the history of conservation as the topic and since next year is the 30 th anniversary of MRCG 
refine the topic to the history of conservation in the Mid-West.  Tom Edmonson pointed out that the Mid-West boundaries changed 
with time. Pennsylvania through Colorado were the agreed upon boundaries.  A break down by specialty area and a museum history 
to provide for FAIC were discussed. All present were in favor of the history of Midwest conservation as the topic for the meeting. 

 

WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS: No workshops or seminars were proposed. 

 

OTHER: Membership dues are renewable on a calendar year basis so all members in good standing will only pay meeting fees for 
the next meeting. 

 

VII. OLD BUSINESS: 

 

NEWSLETTER: Tom Edmondson proposed that the newsletter is sent by email instead of mail to save costs. Randy Ash seconded  
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WEBSITE: http://mrcg.wik.is/ Site administrator is Richard McCoy.  The site is now password protected as a result of unauthorized, 
spam content being placed on the site.  MRCG members were advised to either send content for the website to an officer or get  a login 
and password from Richard. 

 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY CORRECTIONS/ ADDITIONS: Members were requested to verify their information.  

 

TAX FILING: The treasurer determined that the MRCG is currently filing under IRS status 156 Fraternal organization status and should 
be 15C3 Educational status and is working to get that changed. 

 

QUICKBOOKS SOFTWARE: It was proposed that MRCG buy QuickBooks at a cost of $49 for non-profit organizations once the tax 
status is changed. It is good for 3 years and transferable as long as only one computer is using it at a time.  Randy Ash moved to accept 
the proposal, Tom Edmondson seconded and all were in favor. 

 

TAPE RECORDER:  It was proposed that MRCG allocate up to $500 to buy a digital video/voice recorder for oral histories to be avail-
able for the membership to check out. Joyce Hill Stoner advised that all recording forms are useful and many interviewers use voice-
recording applications on ipods. Tom Edmondson moved to accept the proposal.  Randy Ash seconded and all were in favor. 

 

VIII. NEW BUSINESS: 

STUDENT MEMBERSHIPS:  Tom Edmondson proposed that students do not pay for meetings with stipulation that they must help with 
the meeting and be a member. Josephine Shea voiced a concern that there could be more students attending than could be covered with 
available funds. The proposal was voted on to offer reduced fees to student members helping with the meeting. Chris Young moved to 
accept the proposal. Cecil Mear seconded and all were in favor. 

 

IX. ADJOURNMENT: 

Barbara Heller motioned to adjourn the meeting.  All were in fa-
vor. 

 

Kathryn Campbell, Secretary  

Photos: MRCG Detroit Meeting Attendees at rapt  attention 
(left); Barbara Heller giving a tour in Rivera Court (above) 

Photos courtesy of Kathryn Campell 
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 Message From the Vice President—Kathryn Etre 

Dear colleagues, 

 I wish to talk Marissa L R Ryan and Barbara Heller for their contributions as Vice-President and Interm President respec-
tively. I doubly thank Marissa for nominating me as Vice-President and I hope that I can live up to her high example. Thank you as 
well to the regional news coordinators for collecting all of the regional news presented in this newsletter. 

 Thank you to Barbara Heller and the Detroit Institute of Arts for arranging and hosting the Spring meeting. The museum has 
gone through extreme changes in the last couple of years, both in the collection and in the staff, and it was wonderful to introduce the 
changes to fellow museum professionals. I was also honored that  my presentation at the Kansas City meeting was the inspiration to 
the Detroit  meeting. One never thinks that her own work and research is interesting except to herself and I was glad that you dis-
agreed. 

 Finally, I hope I see all of you in Louisville! Please encourage non-members and students to come. The topic and the talks 
surrounding it  are fascinating and the location bound to be lots of fun. The history of conservation is something that we must keep in 
mind and continue to develop. I applaud the MRCG for choosing this topic and thank Chris Young for arranging this meeting. To 
paraphrase one of my favorite quotes, if we do not know our own history, we are doomed to repeat  it.   

 

 This is not an extensive list of articles but ones that I have come across so far in my career that may be helpful for students to 
gain a background of the topic of the conference or for members to come up with possible topics for talks or to refresh! As I am an 
objects conservator, I am afraid that this list reflects that. Apologies! 

 Marijnissen, R. H.1996. The need for a history of restoration. In Historical and philosophical issues in the conservation of cultural 
   heritage, ed.N. S.Price, M. K.Talley, and A. M.Vaccaro. Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute. 275–80. 
 Keck, S. 1996. Further Materials for a History of Conservation. Same volume as above. 281-287. 

 Caldararo, N. L. 1987. An Outline of History of Conservation in Archaeology and Anthropology as Presented Through Its  

  Publications. JAIC Vol. 26.2, 85-104. 

 Sease, C. 1996. A short history of Archaeological Conservation. Preprints of the Contributions to the Copenhagen Congress, 26-30 

   August 1996: Archaeological Conservation and its Consequences.  

 Drayman-Weisser, T 1994. A perspective on the History of Conservation of Archaeological Copper Alloys in the United  

  States. JAIC V.33.2, 141-152. 

 Koob, S 1998. Obsolete Fill Materials Found on Ceramics. JAIC V.37.1, 49-67. 

 Thornton, J 1998. A Brief History and Review of the Early Practice and Materials of Gap-filling in the West. JAIC 37.1, 3-22. 

 Gänsicke S., et.al.2003, The Ancient Egyptian Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Part 1 and 2. JAIC. V.42.2,  

  167-236. 

Of course there are the books of men like Brommelle, Rathgen, Plenderlieth, and Brandi!  

 

Hope this helps. See you in Louisville! 

 

 

For more information about MRCG visit http://
mrcg.wik.is/ 
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